Maximum protection for a lifetime of risk

LifeStages®

Identity Restoration Services

Improve your peace of mind in every phase of life with education and support.

Every key stage of your life introduces new fraud and identity theft-related risks. Attending college. Getting married. Buying a home. Retiring. To reduce risks, you and your family may benefit from:

+ Education to understand behaviors that can expose you to fraud as they move through different phases of life.
+ Support from experts who can help resolve fraud no matter the life circumstances.

Dedicated expertise you deserve.

If you ever find yourself faced with an identity theft issue, you and your family* can get help from a dedicated IdentityForce fraud specialist. The specialist will handle the recovery process behind the scenes by placing fraud alerts, calling creditors, and sticking with you for as long as it takes. With LifeStages Identity Restoration Services, the phone calls and paperwork are handled by experts who know how to navigate the recovery process, so you can stay focused on life and what matters to you.

IDENTITY FRAUD FACTS

| Identity restoration takes an average of 600 hours |
| SANS Institute, Identity Theft, 2021 |

| 54% of victims report additional stress |
| ITRC Consumer Aftermath Report, 2021 |

| Identity theft victims each lose an average of $930 |
| U.S. Department of Justice, Victims of Identity Theft 2018, 2021 |

About IdentityForce

IdentityForce, A TransUnion® Brand, has been helping people protect their identity and credit for more than 40 years, and their Certified Resolution Specialists work diligently to keep you and your family safe.

*Identity restoration services are available to family members in the member’s household.

*These benefits provide the Participant with access to services provided by IdentityForce, A TransUnion® Brand. IdentityForce, A TransUnion® Brand is not a corporate affiliate of MetLife Legal Plans. An additional fee applies to offer the LifeStages Premium service. Group legal plans are administered by MetLife Legal Plans, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. In California, this entity operates under the name MetLife Legal Insurance Services. In certain states, group legal plans are provided through insurance coverage underwritten by Metropolitan General Insurance Company, Warwick, RI. Payroll deduction required for group legal plans. For costs and complete details of the coverage, call or write the company. L0822024790[exp0824][All States][DC,PR] [All States] [DC,GIU,MP,PR,VI] © 2022 MetLife Services and Solutions, LLC
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For assistance, call us at 800.821.6400. For additional tips, visit www.legalplans-idtheft.com